Overview and the progress in publication of International Journal of Medical Sciences and Nursing Research

Introduction

International Journal of Medical Sciences and Research (IJMSNR) journal is a peer-reviewed, referred, quarterly and online international journal. [1] IJMSNR journal was started and established in June and it had published its first issue in the month of July – September 2021 from Coimbatore, Tamilnadu, India. It was indexed in International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) [2], Linking ISSN (ISSN-L): 2583-0996 [3] and started its journey of publication from July-September 2021 onwards. IJMSNR is an international peer-reviewed quarterly published interdisciplinary biomedical and healthcare online journal. IJMSNR journal accepts papers that will be undergone a double peer-review process method contacted under the editorial board reviewers. [4] IJMSNR journal system primarily aims to bring out the scientific research endowment from academia, faculties, health practitioners, research scholars, Bachelors, Masters, Ph.D., Post-Doc students of medical, nursing, pharmacy, allied health sciences, biomedical sciences, and all other scientific disciplines. In this article, I have to discuss about the journal and its progression.

Overview of International Journal of Medical Sciences and Nursing Research (IJMSNR)

Our journal is basically publishing the articles related to medical, nursing, pharmacy and other sciences. The LOGO of the IJMSNR journal as shown in Figure – 1.

Figure – 1 Showed the logo of IJMSNR

Plagiarism check [4], English language check and all citations are checked thoroughly by the editorial and its team, then the articles will be sent it for peer-review to the concern specialty reviewers and get their suggestions and corrections. Then, that reviewers’ comments will be send to the concern authors for corrections. After getting the corrections that articles will be checked by editor-in-chief once again and send it to the production section for further process ie., article will be converted into a professional PDF form and it will be sent it for final check by the concern author. Once the corrections will have to be done by the author then only it will be uploaded as online and PDF version in the journal website as shown in Figure – 2.

Figure – 2 Overall review process in the process of article publication of IJMSNR journal

This is an open access journal, and articles are distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License, which allows others to remix, tweak, and build upon the work non-commercially, as long as appropriate credit is given, and the new creations are licensed under the identical terms.
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The process of double-blind peer-review was explained step-by-step very clearly as shown in Figure – 2.

Research papers are accepted for publication in the following fields: [5]

IJMSNR Journal accepting and publishing the articles related to medical sciences, all specialties of medical sciences like Anesthesiology, Community Medicine, Forensic Medicine, Obstetrics and Gynecology (OBG), Anatomy, Psychology, Microbiology, Toxicology, Biochemistry, ENT, Pharmacology, Neurology, Nephrology, Medical Education, Medical Ethics, Dental, Biomedicine, Public Health, Physiotherapy, Veterinary Medicine, Health Management, Complementary & Alternative Medicine, Clinical Psychology, psychiatry, and Other Specialties. In the discipline of Nursing, All Specialties like Medical-Surgical, Community Nursing, Midwifery, Child Health Nursing, Nursing Education, Nursing Practice, and others. In pharmacy, pharmaceutics, Pharmacy Practice Public Health, Medicinal chemistry, Pharmaceutical Analysis, and Quality Assurance, Pharmacognosy, Hospital and Clinical Pharmacy, Regulatory Affairs in Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Management.

In the discipline of sciences, like Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Statistics, Economics, Sociology, Biochemistry, Nutrition & Dietetics, Management, Education, Zoology, Botany, Environmental Science, Biotechnology and Biotherapeutics, Computer Sciences, Education, Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics, Applied Statistics, Biostatistics and all field of sciences, and Applied Sciences. In bioallied and other sciences, all science subjects like Biophysics, Medical Anatomy, Medical Biochemistry, Medical Pharmacology, Medical Sociology, Medical physiology, Medical Entomology, and Allied Health Sciences (optometry, Speech and Language Therapy), and other subjects.

Copyright and Licensing Policy

All submitted papers are accepted after peer reviewed process and on the understanding that exclusive copyright in the paper is retained to the creator/author. All authors should give a copy right form to IJMSNR journal/publisher. All authors are asked to sign a copyright form after the acceptance of their respective papers.

CC BY-NC-SA: This license allows reusers to distribute, remix, adapt, and build upon the material in any medium or format for non-commercial purposes only, and only so long as attribution is given to the creator. If you remix, adapt, or build upon the material, you must license the modified material under identical terms.

CC BY-NC-SA includes the following elements:

BY  – Credit must be given to the creator

IJMSNR international journal has not encouraged papers those dealing with modifications of routine methodology. The IJMSNR strongly discourages duplication/reduplication of data already published in any other journals (even when certain cosmetic changes/additions are made send it for publication). If and when duplication is detected after publishing in IJMSNR, the journal will be forced to ‘retract’ such articles. This is very important message to the authors. Articles based on work carried out with proper guidelines and permission the parent institutions will be encouraged. But articles which will be made in private nursing homes and other non-recognized hospitals/research institutes will not be entertained.

All authors are advised to read first the following policies before submitting article to IJMSNR journal and agree to its Copyright and Licensing Policy Authors who publish this International Journal of Medical Sciences and Nursing Research (IJMSNR) journal agree to the following terms and conditions:

Authors retain copyright and grant the journal right of first publication with the work simultaneously licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-Share Alike 4.0. International License Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 that allows others to share the work with an acknowledgment of the work’s authorship and initial publication in this journal.

Articles in International Journal of Medical Sciences and Nursing Research (IJMSNR) journal are Open Access articles published under the Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 License (Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 4.0 International License). This license permits to remix, tweak, and build upon the work non-commercially, as long as appropriate credit is given and the new creations are licensed under the identical terms and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work and source is properly cited.

IJMSNR is Abstracting and Indexing of its article’s information: [6]

This journal is uploading its published articles in the well-known data bases like Google Scholar [7], Index Copernicus [8], CrossRef [9], Academia [10], Indian Citation Index [11], Advanced Scientific Index [12], EuroPub [13], IJI Factor Indexing [14], ResearchBib [15], Eurasian Scientific Journal Index [16], CiteFactor [17], WorldCat [18], Internet Archive (USA) [19], ROAD – Directory of scholarly open resources [20], Zenodo [21], ICMJE (International Committee of Medical Journal Editors) [22], Scilicit [23], SlideShare [24], KODUS [25], COSMOS [26], Directory of Research Journals Indexing (DRJI) [27], BASE (Bielefeld Academic Search Engine) [28], ResearchGate [29], Scientific Journal Impact Factor (SJIF) [30], Sherpa Romeo [31], Mendeley [32], Dimensions, and Semantic Scholar [33].
Calculation of Journal Impact Factor (JIF) of IJMSNR in the year 2024 [35]

Cites in 2024 to items published in: 2023 = 6

\[ \text{Cites to the recent items} = \frac{8}{\text{Number of recent items}} \]

\[ \text{Journal Impact Factor} = \frac{8}{40} = 0.2 \]

The ICV report for the year 2022 was 84.67. [8] Our journal is accepting research paper now for the month of Jan – Mar 2022.

Conclusion

I have concluded that journal IJMSNR is improve the research idea and paper in the researchers’ community and new research scholars in various specialties. IJMSNR journal has Journal Impact Factor (JIF) = 0.2 with in a short period of initiation. Journal indexing with many well-known data bases and deposited the published articles in Internet Archive, Zenodo, Scilicit, and in Dimensions. IJMSNR journal keep on trying to index with other well-known databases.
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